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Introduction.
Let J?i+1 be an (n+l)-dimensional Minkowski space and S"+1(c) (resp.
i/?+1(c))an (n+l)-dimensional de Sitter space (resp. an anti-de Sitter space) of
constant curvature c. The class of these indefinite Riemannian manifolds of
constant curvature c and with index 1 is called a Lorentz space form, which is
denoted by M"+1(c). A submanifold M of a Lorentz space form M'l+Xc) is said
to be space-like if an induced metric on M from that of the ambient space is
positive definite. After the study of Calabi [3] and Cheng and Yau [6] about
the Bernstein type property for maximal space-like hypersurfaces in a Minkowski
space R1+1, complete space-like hypersurfaces with constant mean curvature in
a Lorentz space form have been studying by many geometers. As standard
models of not totally umbilic space-like hypersurfaces with constant mean cur-
vature in a Lorentz space form M"+1(c) there exists a class of hypersurfaces
Hk(c1)xMn-k(c2), where k ―l, ■■■, w ―1, where Hm(c) (resp. Mm(c)) is an m-
dimensional hyperbolic space (resp. a space form) of constant curvature c. In
the case of k―l, it is called a hyperbolic cylinder. In particular, when it is
maximal, cx and c2 satisfy Ci~nc/k and c2=nc/(n ―k).
Now, for a complete minimal hypersurface in S"+1(l) with constant scalar
curvature, Chern pointed out that it seems to be interesting to study the dis-
tribution of the value of the squared norm of the second fundamental form,
and Peng and Terng [10] and Cheng [4] partially realized the aim in S4(l).
Relative to the problem the similar case for space-like hypersurfaces with con-
stant mean curvature H of M＼(c)is recently classifiedby Aiyama and Cheng
[21. Numbers Sn and S+ are defined bv
So=j and S±= -3c+^-(3/z2±V/i4-8c/*2)
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where /i=3// and S0<S-^S+. They prove that a 3-dimensional hyperbolic
cylinder is the only complete space-like hypersurface with non-zero constant
mean curvature, constant scalar curvature and S>S_. However, there are no
informations about the case S^S-. The purpose of this paper is to investigate
the case S<S_ in the maximal hypersurface and to prove the following theorem
which is the Lorentz version in Hi(c) about Chern's oroblem.
Theorem. Let M be a 3-dimensional complete maximal space-like hyper sur-
face with constant scalar curvature in an anti-de Sitter space H＼(c). If ―kc<S
^―3c, 6=2.64, then M is congruent to the hyperbolic cylinder H1(cl)xH2(c2).
1. Preliminaries.
Let (M, g) be a space-like hypersurface in an (n + l)-dimensional Lorentz
space form M"+1(c). We choose a local field of orthonormal frames elr･･･, en
adapted to the Riemannian metric induced from the indefinite Riemannian metric
on the ambient space and let (Ox,■･■, o)n denote the dual coframes on M. The
connection forms {<yfi7-}on M are characterized by the structure equations
' d(Di+ T>Rij/＼a)j=0, o)ij+Q)ji=0,
(1.1) ■ da>tJ+J}a>tiAa>kj=Qij,
. Oij=―-2'I]Rijki(OkA(Di>
where Qi} (resp. Rtjki) denotes the Riemannian curvature form (resp. components
of the Riemannian curvature tensor R) of M. The second fundamental form
a with values in the normal bundleu is given by a= ―^hij(s}i(Dje0,where e0 is
a unit time-like normal vector and the mean curvature H of M is given by
H=h/n=2}hjj/n.
The Gauss equation, the Codazzi equation and the Ricci formula for the
second fundamental form are given by
(1.2) Rijki=c(8ii8jk―8ik8ji)―hiihjk+hikhji>
(1.3) hijk-hikj=0,
(1.4) hijkl~hijik= ―^j hrjRTikl―^ hirRrjkl>
(1.5) hijklm―hijkml― S hrjkRTiim,―S hirkRrjlm―2j "-ijrRrklm,,
where huk, htjki and hijkim denote components of the covariant differentials
7a, l2a and 78a of a, respectively.
We denote by Rtj components of the Ricci curvature tensor Ric. The Ricci
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tensor Rtj and the scalar curvature r are given by
(1.6) Rij=(n ―l)cdij―hhij+'Zlhikhkj,
(1.7)- r=n(n-l)c-/i8+S/ii/,
Now, we compute some local formulas under the assumption that the mean
curvature of M is constant. First of all,by making use of (1.4) and by taking
account of the Codazzi equation (1.3), the Gauss equation (1.2) and the Bianchi
equation, it is well known that the Laplacian of the second fundamental form
is given by
(1.8) Ahij=c{nhij-h5ij)―hT, hikhtj+f^hij,
where f2―Tlhijz. For simplicity we put fm―Hhiklhklkz---hkm_li for any
positive integer m. In particular,we denote by S the square of the length of
the second fundamental form a, i.e., S=/2. By utilizing(1.8), the Laplacian
of the non-negative function S can be determined as follows:
(1.9) f AS=S hiJk*+'EhijAhij='2 hijk*-hf,+S{S+nc)-ch*.
On the other hand we easilysee that
jAhij,2^ hijkl2+J}hijkAhijk.
By a similarand directcomputation to the argument above we have
Ahijk:='5LjhirRrik+ m hikrRrjJT*2lhijTRrk
―S hTSRrijsk~1jhjTRrikss―^lhirRTjkss
~5j hkrsRrijs―2 S hjTBRTik$―2^1 hiTsRrjks,
where Rijk denote components of the covariant differentialIRic of the Ricci
tensor Ric. Thus one finds
Proposition 1.1. Let M be an n-dimensional space-likehyper surface with
constant mean curvature in a Lorentz space form M?+1(c). Then we have
(1.10)
(1.11)
(1.12)
(1.13)
i"= |Va|2-/i/3-fS(S+nc)-c/i2
-^A17a12= |lza|2+ {S+(2n+3)c} 17a12+3A-6B-3/iC+ -^|7S|2,
^-A/3
= -/i/4+(S+nc)/3-c/iS+2C,
{a/4 = -hfs+(S+nc)ft-chf,+2A+B ,
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where we have put
A=^hijzhikihjkh B = J]hijkhirihjrhks and C = ^}hijkhijihkl
Remark. The equation (1.11) is obtained by Treibergs [11] in the case
where the ambient space is a Minkowski space. These equations are recently
obtained also by Aiyama and Cheng [2].
The generalized maximum principle due to Omori [9] and Yau [12] and a
Lorentz version due to Nomizu [8] of Cartan's formula for isoparametric hyper-
surfaces are next introduced. A space-like hypersurface in a Lorentz space
form is said to be isoparametric, if all principal curvatures are constant.
Theorem 1.2. Let M be an n-dimensionalcomplete Riemannian manifold
whose Riccicurvatureis bounded from below. Let F be a C2-functionbounded
from above on M. For any positivenumber e there existsa pointp in M such
that
F(p)>supF-s, |VF(/>)|<e, AF(p)<e,
where VF denotes a gradient of the functionF.
Theorem 1.3. Let M be an isoparametric space-like hyper surface in a
Lorentz space form M +＼c). Let Xu ■■･, Xp are all constant distinctprincipal
curvatures of M with multiplicitiesm,, ･･･, mn, respectively. Then we have
j*i Aj―Ai
2. Isoparametric hypersurfaces.
This section is concerned with isoparametric space-like hypersurfaces in
H＼(c). Let M be a 3-dimensional space-like hypersurface with constant mean
curvature in a 4-dimensional anti-de Sitter space H＼(c). For any point x in M
we can choose a local field {eu ･■■, e4} of orthonormal frames in such a way
that hij―Xidij,where h denotes a principal curvature. Without loss of generality
we may assume that
Proposition 2.1. There does not exist an isoparametric space-like hyper-
surface in an anti-de Sitter space H＼(c) with distinct principal curvatures with
each other.
Proof. Let M be an isoparametric space-like hypersurface in H＼{c)and
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^i,h and Xz distinctprincipalcurvatures. By Theorem 1.2 we have
C―A!/2 C X1X3
from which combining with h-i-A2-＼-A3=hit follows that we have
Similarlythe following equationsare given by the Cartan-Nomizu formula:
(2.1) ■X23-ht22+WJi+3c)A2-ch=Q,
The firstand the second equationsof (2.1)and the assumption XX^X2 give us
So, by the equation(2.1)we have
^1^2+ ^2^3+ ^3^1= 3c .
Accordingly we obtain S=h2―6c. It is seen by Cheng and Nakagawa [5] tha
the estimate of the above bound of the squared norm 5 is given as S^S+
from which combining with S=h2―6c it follows that we have c(h2―9c)^0, 1
Remark. In the case of the sphere S*(c), there exists an isoparametric
hvnersurface in S4(r,)with distinct orincioal curvatures with each other.
3. Proof of Theorem.
In this section we shall prove the main theorem in the introduction. Let
M be a 3-dimensional complete maximal space-like hypersurface in an anti-de
Sitter space H＼(c)and let Xu X2 and ^3 be principal curvatures. Without loss of
generality we may assume that
^l= ≪2= ≪3･
As is easily seen, the fact that the scalar curvature r is constant is equivalent
to the property that the squared norm S of a is constant. By the assumption
of the theorem and bv the definition of the function f, we have
(3.1)
W+W+W^S-constant,
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Proof of Theorem. First of all we notice that the assumption 0<S means
that M is not totally geodesic. Suppose that /3 is constant. From the assump-
tion of the theorem, M is isoparametric. So, by Proposition 2.1 two of principal
curvatures Xu 1% and 1% are equal. By a theorem due to Abe, Koike and Yama-
guchi [1], M is congruent to the hyperbolic cylinder H＼ci)xH＼c2) and S=―3c.
Next, we show that if 0<― 2.64c<S<― 3c, then f3 is constant. We sup-
pose that fa is not constant. Then S<―3c. First we suppose that there does
not exist a point q at which f3(q)=0. By the continuity of the function f3
we may suppose that f3 is negative without loss of generality. By the Gauss
equation the Ricci curvature is bounded from below and the function f3 is
bounded from above by 0, and so we can apply Theorem 1.2 to fs. For any
positive number e there exists a point p in M such that
(3.2) |V/,(/>)|<e, AUp)<e, f',(/>)>sup /3-s.
By the firstand the second equations of (3.1),solving the problem for the con-
ditional extremum we lead to
/C3
where the equalityholds If and only if two of principalcurvatures are equal.
Since fs is not constant,we get
(3.3) -J^<sup/,^0.
y O m
We observe from (3.1)and (3.3)that Xu X2and ^3 are mutually distincton M'=
{xeM: fs(x)^~ VSW}. By taking account of the assumption that ^hit=0
and ^hij2=S=constant, the exteriordifferentiationimplies
(3.4) 2/iii*=0, 2M≪*=0
for any index k at any point x in M. Also we definenumbers dk(x)(k = l, 2,
3) by
(3.5) mi2hiik(x)=dk(x)
for any index k. Then equations(3.4)and (3.5)can be regarded simultaneous
equations with 3 unknown hnk(x), hwk(x) and hi2k{^),and the unique solution
is given by
hiik{x)―ai(x)8k(x)
forindex i, k = l, 2, 3 at any point x in M'. For any positivenumber s(<sup
/3+VS3/6) in (3.2),let Mo be the connected component containingthe point p
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in (3.2) of {xeM:/3(x)>sup/3―e}. Then Mo is contained in M'. Since all
principal curvatures Xu X2 and ^3 satisfy
(3.6) Uil^VS~
by (3.1), it follows from (3.4) that there exists a positive number c1=c1(p, s)
such that |(2fe(x)|<c1for any point x in Mo and *= 1, 2, 3. Furthermore we
have ＼dk(t>)＼<s/Sat the point t in M satisfying (3.2) and we also have
(3.7) ＼hiik{p)＼<
b
's
for any indices i and k. By (1.12) we have
A/3=3 {(S+3c)/3+2XUi/^*2} =3(S+3c)/3+2m+^rH*)^,*2
=3(S+3c)/3+12(^+>?2+^)/i1232+6 S (2Xi+Ak)hiik2+6^Xihiii2
i*k i
from which combining with (3.2),(3.6) and (3.7) it follows that we have
s>Afi(p)>Z(S+3c)fa(p)-Uy/Sc1te*.
Thus there exists a positive constant c≫=l/3H-14/3＼/Sci2e such that
(S+3c)f3(p)<c2e ,
where c2 converges to 1/3 if s tends to zero.
For any convergent sequence {em} such that sm-*0 (m->oo) and s>0, there
exists a point sequence {pm} such that the sequence {fzipm,)} converges to
sup f3 by (3.2), from which together with the lastinequality we have a positive
constant c'2(m)=c'2(S,em) such that
(S+3c)fs(pm)<c'z(m)em.
It implies that supM fss^O because S+3c is negative and hence, by means of
the supposition that the function fs is negative we have
(3.8) sup/3
M
A
Now, under this condition we observe the estimation of the function |V2a|.
Since |7a| is constant by (1.10) and the assumption, (1.11) means that the value
of |V2≪| is determined by the function A―2B. So, in order to obtain the
estimate of the lower bound of the function we have
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3(A-2B)=^(Xii+^*-＼-Xkt-2XiXJ-2XjXk-2XkXi)htJk2
S MV+Xf+Afl-iAt+Aj+Xt)*} hijk*
+3 2 (V-4/W*)/*ii*2-3 ZMi2/*i≫2
=2S^hijk'+3Tl(h2-4,kiAk-2S)hiik2-^(SXi2+2S)hiii2
Accordingly it follows from thisequation, (1.10),(3.6)and (3.7) that there exists
a positive constant c3=(41/3)Scl2 such that
(3.9) 3(A-2B)(p)>-2S＼S+3c)-cse2.
On the other hand, in order to estimate the value of 172a | from itself,we shall
analyze the detail of its term. First we put
(3.10) U^hijtj-hjiji.
Then the Ricci formula (1.4) and the Gauss equation (1.2)imply
(3.11) UMZt-XjXc-Mt).
Hence the direct calculation implies
(3.12) 2 tif=S3+4cS2+6c2S-2f32
because of n=3, H―0 and /4=S2/2. Moreover we obtain
2 hwf= 2 W+ 2 (hijij-Uj)^ S (/!W-{^J+1 S ^i/
Thus, because of S^u&i2^3Si^ hin^ it is reduced to
(3.13)
This is the estimation of the lower bound of |72a|.
Taking account of (3.2) and combining (1.11) with (3.8),(3.12) and (3.13)
we get
(3.14) S(S+3c)(S+9c)+2S2(S+3c)+c3s2
^3 S (htJiJ- jti})＼p)+
|s(S2+4CS+6c2)-1e2
Therefore, in order to investigate the range of S, it sufficesto estimate the
lower bound of the first term of the right hand side in the above inequality.
However, by the direct computation there exists a positive constant c4=c4(5, c)
such that
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(3.15)
In fact,we have
s
/ I ＼2*2>＼hi}ij―-^tij) >(/l1212-A2323)2-C4£ .
/ 1 ＼2 /
[hijij O'tij)
―(^1212 ―
2 / 1 ＼2
+ ("2323
O~^23) "^ '"
―
(/il212 ―
"2323/ ~＼~^hizithzz2z Ul2"1212"T~ ^23"2323)~r a ('12 "T"*23 )~T '"
(hl2n-h2323y+2^h1212- ― t2^h2323-―t12sj+―(tl2-t23)2+ ･･･.
By (3.11) we see tn―t23=―(S+3c)X2. Because of (3.8) there exist sufficiently
small numbers elfe2 and s3 such that ei,s2 and £3converge to zero as £ tends
to zero and
UP)=-Jj + eu UP)=ez, UP)=Jj + *>.
Accordingly, there exists a positive constant c5=c5(S, c) such that
＼ti2―Ui＼<c6e.
Since the function |72a| is bounded by (1.11),its upper bound depends only on
S and r.and wr have
ti,)＼p)
>(h1212―h2323y(p) +2yhl21i―
= (/l1212-/l2323)2(£) +2^2121 ―
-(h12u ― /*2323)2O) +
j(/*2121
―
T'"X*
2
1_
2
2323― -wh3Yp) ― CiS.+ ･■■
'21 H "3232 -g-fssjC/O ―C<6+ ･･･
^2l) +
(/l3232
Q^^32//
(P^~Ci£Jr
'"
^(/*i2i2―h2Z2z)＼p)-cie
for some positive integer Ci=d{S, c).
Accordingly we need next the estimate of the lower bound of the firstterm
of the above relation. We notice that J]hijk2^6h1232. Moreover we get by
(1.10) and (3.7)
(3.16) Y>hm＼p)<2hm＼P)+
i,j
-^CxV^-jSCS+ScH-^dV
Differentiating S=J}hij2 twice, we have S< ^ihiikk+ 11ij hijk2=0 for k = l, 2, 3
So there exists a positive constant ce=ce(S, c) such that
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2 hm2(p)>xhr(hllz2-h3322)(p)-c<i£ ,
because |V2o:| is bounded, from which together with (3.16) it follows that there
is a positive constant c7=c^S, c, s) such that
(^m-/iBm)(/0<-―jp-(S+3c)+c7e .
Furthermore, by (3.11) we have a constant cs=c8(si, e2,s3, S, c)=c8(S, c, s)
such that
tn(p)>―cJ-~+cae.
Thus, combining above two inequalities we have
(3.17) (hltli-h≫tt)(p)=(hi2ii-hatn)(p)-Up)<~^-(2S+3c)+cte
for a certain constant c9=c9(c7, c8)=cs(S, c, e). Because of 2S+3c>0, we can
suppose that the right hand side of the above inequality is negative for a suf-
ficiently small positive number e. Thus we can get the lower bound of the
firstterm of the right hand side of (3.15). Combining some results obtained
above, we can show the existence of the zero point of the function /3. In
fact, from (3.14),(3.15) and the above equation (3.17) we have
S(S+6c)(19S+42c)> -clos
for a certain constant Cio=clo(c3,c4,cg) and any positive number s, that is,
S(S+6c)(19S+42c)^0,
which shows S^― 42c/19, a contradiction. Thus there is a point q such that
fs(q)=0.
Before proving the theorem we give some formulas at the point q. First,
the values of principal curvatures at that point are given by
Xl~ V2'
*2~0' X*~yJ~2
Similar to (3.4) we have 2* hiik―Q and ^iXihUk=0 at the point q. The fol-
lowing relations can be verifiedfrom these equations and the value of principal
curvatures at that point:
(3.18) huk = h33k, h22k=-2hUk
for every k. By substituting (3.18) into y}hijk2,it gives
(3.19) 2 hiJk'= 6/z1232+16/im2+ y/im2+16/i3332=-S(S+3c).
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Furthermore we see
(3.20) S/io-22^-^-S(S+3c).
i.j 3
In order to prove (3.20), it suffices to notice that
3
f,i 2
From (3.19) and the last equation we have
(3.21)
(3.22)
i,j 5
in position to prove the theorem. Since /3(<?):
^hijkl^3^(hmj-jti})Z+jS(Sz+4cS+6c')
by (3.12) and (3.13). By (1.13)and /4=(1/2)S2 we obtain 2A+B = ~(l/2)S＼S+3c),
from which combining with (1.11) it follows that
2 hijkl2=S(S+3c)(S+9c)-3(A-2B)
=S(S+3c)(S+9c)-4(2A+B)+5(A+2B)
=3S(S+3cY+5(A+2B).
Thus we have
We are now tion ove rem. e fs q):=Olwe have
(3.23) 3S(S+3cy+5(A+2B)^3J}(hijiJ-^tij)2+?rS(S2+4cS+6c*)
Since we have
(3.24) ^12 '23
/
1 ＼2
2 ( hijij―wUj) ^(^1212―/12323)
V2"'
where we used (3.24). Differentiating S―J^ h^2, we have S, ii/itia+Stj fti;/
=0 for k = l, 2, 3. Substituting the value of principal curvatures into the above
equation we obtain
at that point q, we can estimate the firstterm in the right hand side of (3.23)
by the similar method to that by which the estimation of (3.15) is given and
we have
(3.26)
(3.25)
for & = 1, 2, 3. In particular, by (3.21) we have
90
Thus we have
(3.27)
■
I
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S 3
-^■(hun ―/z3322)=S hij22£ ― -=-S(S+3c)
"1212 "2323―^ 1212 "3232 '23 = (6S+13c)
V2S
10
By assumption, 6S+13c>0. Since the right hand side is negative, it follows
from (3.23),(3.24) and (3.26) that
3S(S+3c)2+5(A+25)^3J^p(6S+13c)}2
We shall next estimate the second term of
Since we get
+ -jS(S2+4cS+6c2).
the left hand side in (3.27).
A+2B = I}Whijk2+2ZAajhijk2=f^(}li+Zj+Zl!)2hijk>
6 Vi±j*k±i i±k J
we have by (3.18) A+2B = S(4hniz+hZ22'2+4hS332),and hence we obtain
^+25^J-s(l6/*1112+J-/*2222+16/*3332).
It follows from the last inequality together with (3.19) that we have
A+2B^-~S＼S+3c).
o
By (3.27) and thisinequality we have
S(191S2+36cS-1236c2)^0,
which shows that the range of S is contained in [0, ―koc], where ―koc is a
positive root of the equation of order 3 and &0=2.64. This is a contradiction.
Therefore the function f3 is constant and hence, by the firstdiscussion,
the theorem is completely proved. □
Remark. In their paper [7] Ki, Kim and Nakagawa proved recently the
following theorem: Let M be an n-dimensional complete maximal space-like
hypersurface in an anti-de Sitter space //?+1(c). If the scalar curvature of M
is constant, then there exists a positive number k which is depending on only
the dimension such that if ―kc<S^―3c, then M is congruent to the hyper-
bolic cylinder H1(ci)xHn~1(cz). In the case of n=3 in the above theorem we
see 6=2.98.
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